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The coming 6th seal and The First Call transformation must incorporate the merging of 4 
calendars and 6 different time zones to unlock the true timeframe. The Gregorian, Jewish, 
Enoch and Elijah calendars are the 4 keys, and the time zones are Egypt, California, New 
York, Israel, Israel's sunset to sunset setting and Israel's sunrise start day. There are 
definitely more extra keys to unlock the mystery, which will be explained below. 

 
July 29 in Israel's time will be the First Call transformation for the bride of Christ, because of 
its perfect combination of Av 13-14 making up 3.141 rounded up of Pi (π). We must read it 
in Hebrew's way from the right to the left to decode it. July 28-31 will be Pi days because of 
the numbers 13, 14 and 31. 14 = M = 13, 14 (see the alphabetical chart below) Pi is the 
numerical value of the circle's circumference to its diameter. The rainbow is significant to 
this number in relation to God's judgments. It's more than just an innocent looking rainbow. 

The rainbow is not an arc when you look 
from the sky perspective, and it is an arc 
from our earthly perspective for divine 
reasons. The rainbow is connected with the 
Pi days, because it is the property of a circle. 
On June 26, gay marriages were legalized 
nationwide in America. Homosexuality is a 
grave sin, because at the very first book and 
chapter of the bible, God has commanded 
us to be "fruitful and multiply". Both of the 
same gender cannot produce babies, 

therefore this is wickedly destroying God's plan. Ironically, gay pride is represented by the 
rainbow colors! In Genesis 9, the Noah's flood of worldwide destruction was directly related 
to the rainbow; therefore the rainbow so called Pi is directly linked to God's judgments. June 
26 was Tammuz 9 & 11, resembling 911 attack judgments. By dual alphabetical system, the 
word "Pi" makes up the number 911 as well! The 911 attack was actually referring to the 
upcoming fall of America's West and East coasts, and also the whole nation of America.  

The twin World Trade Towers were two high places, representing the two wicked high 
places of America, which is California (Hollywood) where the celebrities falsely exalt 
themselves as gods, their entertainment industry that promotes all kinds of sins, and New 
York City (World Trade Center) that draws the world into the lust of the dollar (1 Tim 6:10). 
Nepal's major twin earthquakes on Lyar 6 & 23 were symbolic to these two high places, 
because Nepal is the only Hindu (false idols) in this world and has the highest mountain 
called Mount Everest. This is echoing to June 23 twin judgments upon America, because the 
impact zones were exactly matching the state of California and New York. 
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2 Chronicles 29 is confirming July 29 transformation, where the bride will be exalted 
because the first shall be the last and the last shall be the first (Matthew 23:12). Hezekiah 
reigned for 29 years in chapter 29, exactly matching the elevation of Mount Everest 29,029'. 
This is referring to the day when America's high places will fall; the bride will be transformed 
into her new glorified body. June 23 is our gauge for the coming 3 Paul's shipwrecks upon 
California and New York City, because Song of Solomon's day break verses 2:17 + 4:6 = 6:23, 
are confirming Matthew 28 earthquake to impact upon these two places after the 6 days of 
darkness (Exodus 24:16). The second Paul's shipwreck would be the global earth shaking on 
July 31. This day is the First Call to 7 days paradise training for the bride, where God will stop 
time in order to have the 7 days period that runs with the 3 days of worldwide darkness.  

The sixth seal of global earth 
shaking described the 
"untimely figs" will be shaken. 
The figs harvest season in Israel 
is from August to September. 
July 31 will be the maximum 
boundary to be counted as the 
"untimely figs" season of 
Revelation 6:13. The bride will 
be coming home when the figs 

are still green/unripe based on Song of Solomon 2:13. Therefore, July 31 will be the global 
earth shaking. The 6 days of darkness getting past July 31 is perfectly fine, as long as the 
global earth shaking of Revelation 6 in the midst of the 6 days of darkness will be hitting 
before August 1. God's tolerance of wicked men is 120 years according to Genesis 6:3. 120 
degrees exactly hit at July. The 120 people of Acts 1:15 were directly related to the time of 
Pentecost. 2015 is the LAST 120 Jubilee year, 6000 civil year (Genesis 7:11) and 50th cycle. 
The death of Jesus Christ in Matthew 27:50 is Pentecost. Pentecost period is our gauge! 

The 7 years of tribulation has already begun during 2012, now is the midst of the tribulation 
period in 2015, as a sensitive point for the upcoming Great Tribulation. 2018 is the deadline 
according to Daniel 9:24, because Israel will be 70 years old. In Luke 21, in 1 generation (70 
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years - Psalm 90:10) certain things must be fulfilled. 2015 October will be out of 120 Jubilee 
years mark, thus July is the perfect timing. Leaving around 40 days gap for the Great Harvest 
before rapture from July 31 until September 15 Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year) deadline 
will be around 46 days, having more than enough to suit the pattern of Jesus' 40 days 
ministry before His ascension. July 31 will be the start of conception for the wheat brides 
where the pregnancy will begins. The comet Ison looked like a sperm went to the sun that 
looked like a fertilization egg in November 28, 2013, had landed on the Scorpio constellation 
representing Revelation 9 demonic scorpions. Around 40 days the wheat bride will be 
expected to be birthed into her glorified body. Just as the mother does not know the exact 
day and hour of birth, thus this same concept applies to the rapture of the bride of Christ. 

There are two groups of the bride of Christ, one is the barley bride that matures faster and 
another is the wheat bride that comes after. See the appearances of both barley and wheat; 
they look so alike because both of them are the bride of Christ. It is only the rapture of the 
bride of Christ when BOTH groups are present to make up the COMPLETE picture of the 
bride of Christ. The barley is still the bride of Christ, but this is a partial group of the bride 
without the wheat bride. Even though the barley matures faster than the wheat bride, and 
thus could be transformed earlier through the First Call, but all will eventually attend the 
rapture and the Marriage Supper of the Lamb. The early barley bride will be rewarded for 
her faithfulness in Christ, therefore could be able to taste the glory of God firsthand. She will 
be able to make it to the First Call as well as the Rapture, while the wheat brides will only be 
able to attend the Rapture to be transformed, for these will be raised up between the time 
after the First Call but before the Rapture. The First Call is basically transformation, training 
(getting to Paradise training through the golden door) and great last harvest before Rapture.  

July 29 is actually July 26 as the number 6 will be overturned to 9, according to Ezekiel 
21:27 "I will overturn, overturn, overturn, it: and it shall be no more, until he come whose 
right it is; and I will give it him." and 21:4 "Seeing then that I will cut off from thee the 
righteous and the wicked, therefore shall my sword go forth out of his sheath against all 
flesh from the south to the north:" Even though this describes the 911 attack, however a 

verse could have dual meanings. The 
number 6 represents man, and when 
it's turned upside down is referring to 
the fall of mankind. When you divide 
27 by 3, you get 9 but also 999 because 
the words "overturn" were said 3 
times, reminding me of July 29 
judgments upon 3 places - California, 
New York City and Israel. The number 9 
is pointing to south direction, but from 
the south to the north, you get the 
number 6 of the north direction. July 
26 judgment is echoing back to June 
26! The number 9 stands for judgment 
biblically, and facing south refers to the 
direction of eternal hell based on the 
number 9 which is made up of a circle.  
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The 7 days warning before the flood (global earth shaking) comes is January to July (1 month 
= 1 day), when we see 1 day as 1 hour, thus 24 hours would be July 24. Just as the days of 
Noah, this LAST generation playing the book of Revelation will be mirroring the worldwide 
disaster. So isn't July 24 was supposed to be the day of transformation? Why will it be on 
July 29? Remember the 8th day count will ONLY starts on August 1, therefore after July 24 
but before August 1 would be the silent GRAY ZONE! This means that July 31 will still be on 
the 7th day warning! Imagine the clock STOPS at Midnight 24:00 aka July 24 until having to 
rotate again on August 1 at 1:00. This is actually referring to May 24 Pentecost (Genesis 
5:24) lasts from July 24 until July 31. Av (Jewish month 5) runs with July, therefore July 24-31 
can be seen as May 24 Pentecost! This is also giving you Exodus 24 pattern. Even though the 
7th day warning will still be on July 31, this doesn't mean you're able to fit the untimely figs 
pattern, because remember it is in the midst of the 6 days of darkness, therefore the global 
earth shaking of Revelation 6 must leave 3 days gap, leading to July 29 transformation. 

 

Why was the 1st day of warning started on 2015 January? This is because July hits the 120 
degrees DEADLINE tolerance of God according to Genesis 6:3. Counting back 7 days lands us 
on January! See the merged Hebrew and Gregorian calendars wheel below. 

Since, 24:00 is equal to 12:00 ranging from July 24 to July 31; therefore we are still pausing 
in the midnight hour, where the bride will come home for a period of rest on July 31. The 
bride of Christ will be transformed and come home at midnight; the perfect meaning of 
darkest before dawn, new beginning, new direction, turning point, freedom, morning verses 
night, and no more grace time left for the world.  

July 28 will be merged with July 29 by sunset to sunset setting, and July 28 = November 28. 
July 28 is in Av (month 5), whereas Gregorian May is Jewish month 2 = Gregorian February is 
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Jewish month 11. Therefore, July 28 will be a disaster day and so as July 30, and the sign of 
Jonah is pointing to July 30 because May 28 = July 30. July 30 will be merged with July 31, 
where both of them are in 1 day. Ironically, the numbers boundary for the END of month is 
from 28-31, exactly the timeframe for the 3 days of partial darkness. This reminds me of the 
valley of the shadow of death in Psalm 23:4, because "death" is the END of one's life. 

 

Why July 24 is so significant? July 24 sticks with Av 
(Jewish month 5) resembling May 24 Pentecost 
(Genesis 5:24). Enoch's birthday was on a Pentecost, 
representing the Bride's transformation, because the 
bride also walks closely with God. It is the infusion of 
the Holy Spirit and wave sheaf offering, referring to 
the elevation of Barley Brides.  

Sivan 6 & Sivan 7 can be seen as June 6 & June 7, because Sivan runs through both May and 
June. We are still on July 23 being merged with July 24, because remember we are stopping 
at 24:00 until restarting the rotation only by August 1 at 1:00. Tammuz 6 was on June 23 as 
June 6 that was on a Saturday as 666 for July 23, because Tammuz runs through to both 
June and July. Tammuz 7 was on June 24 as June 7, and it is referring to July 24 Pentecost 
transformation as the number 7 represents perfection, also because Sivan 7 was also 
Pentecost. We are still NOW in July 24 Pentecost because as mentioned before, the clock is 
still stopping at 24:00 until August 1 at 1:00! I believe this is the extended mercy of God! 

June 7 is superimposed with March 20 eclipse because of Sivan 20, whereas Sivan is Jewish 
month 3. The eclipse represents the 3 days of partial darkness because it was not visible 
globally. July 29 is as July 24! Pointing from Israel to Norway is 11:00; this is referring to 
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Tammuz 11 of June 28 which is July 28 merged with July 29 (actual day). Since November 28 
disaster can be seen as 11:00 (November), July 28 can be seen as 11:00 and 23:00 
representing the end and death. Psalm 23 fits for July 23, Psalm 24/Exodus 24 for July 24 as 
July 29 & 31, Matthew 25 on July 31 because Tammuz 8 was with June 23 & 25 (we are still 
at 23:00 merged with July 24 because the clock still stops at July 31), Psalm 26 for July 31 
because Tammuz 9 was with June 24 & 26 where Psalm 26 represents a date with 26th, 
Psalm 27 is for July 31 (if you add 24+3=27 by dual alphabetical system), Psalm 28 is 
matching August 1 because of Psalm 18 = 2 Samuel 22, having the number 18 coming from 
July 22, thus we get 28 on August 1. Therefore, Psalm 29 as August 2, and Psalm 30 as 
August 3. Song of Solomon the bride "come away" at 2:10 & 13 refers to 2:10+2:13=4:23 
which is referring to July 23 because Jewish month 4 sticks with July as well. We are still in 
23:00 at July 31 by merging with 24th by sunset to sunset. The day break in 2:17 is referring 
to Av 17 of August 2, but it is also Av 18 that is linked with Av 18 of August 3, or you could 
see August 2 being merged with August 3 by sunset to sunset setting in Israel's time.  

 

There's another easier method of seeing Psalm 30 for August 3, because 3:00 is as August 3 
so as 15:00 at the same direction, whereas on August 15 will be Av 30 echoing back to 
August 3 true hidden identity. The misalignment of calendars is so amazing, because not 
every month is the same 1 day delay, sometimes could be 3 days as well! Using just 2 
calendars, you only see part of the picture. August 3 at 
3:00 is pointing to East (light), because the sun rises from 
the East. This is confirming daylight will be coming back on 
August 3 after the 6 days of darkness.  

February 20 was Israel's rare snowstorm; therefore the 
coming twin earthquakes upon CA & NYC on July 29 must 
use the winter quadrant, because February 20 is as May on 
the wheel, while the eclipse on March 20 signifying the 3 
days of partial darkness is mirroring 20 again. The winter 
quadrant is 9-12 o'clock, 45-60 minutes and 45-60 
seconds, which this range must apply to the timing of CA & 
NYC earthquake judgments. Israel may be part of this too! 
Winter represents judgment because of 9-12 o'clock.  

April 20-22 was significant because parts of Australia, 
specifically Newcastle was struck with severe storm and 
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without power for 3 days. Pointing from Israel to Newcastle is 4:00. This is referring to July 
(runs with Jewish month 4) comes the 3 days of partial darkness. This is also running along 
with March 20 eclipse's pattern. April was the Passover that can also be seen with Tammuz. 
July is linked with Tammuz; therefore July is the month of Passover.  

The first major earthquake upon Nepal on April 25 was 11:56:26, this is referring to June 26 
first judgment will be upon California. 11:56:26 was 4 minutes until midnight, which was 
June 30 that is linked with July 31 with July 30 being merged together. This means there will 
be judgments on July 31 due to no more time left. Since June 26 was Tammuz 9 & 11, and so 
as the boundary of June 24-26 was Tammuz 9 & 11, this is referring to June 24 is equal to 
June 26 as though they are living in the SAME house together. July 29 will still be June 24 
because of Tammuz relationship and how during that time the clock still pauses at 24:00. 
This means that July 29 will be as June 24 & 26, with the 911 attack pattern.  

July 22 is for Revelation 22 and Psalm 
22 pattern, representing the end of 
the end because Revelation 22 is the 
last chapter of Revelation and last 
book of the bible, and death of Jesus 
meaning the death/transformation of 
the bride of Christ. July 29 & 31 will 
be July 22 because they are still at 

24:00. The 4th Sunday on May was the 24th, and the 4th Sunday on July was the 26th. Since 
Av (Jewish month 5) runs with July, therefore it can be seen as May, making July 26 = July 
24, and therefore July 24 = May 22 = July 22. The 4th Sunday resembles 7777, since the 4th 
commandment is to observe the Sabbath as holy, which is referring to Sunday. Sunday 
means a rest day; it is blessed and declared as holy (set apart/uncommon), and this is the 
perfect pattern for the bride of Christ transformation and First Call. 7777 consists of 4 
occurrences of 7, leading back to the 4th commandment again.   

Av 12-17 is matching the sixth seal verses of Revelation 6:12-17. This is the boundary of July 
28 to August 3. May 22 was a day of the greatest earthquake in Chile historically, and June 
30 was a day of the greatest asteroid impact in Tunguska historically. May 22 is as July 24, 
and June 30 is as July 30 merged with 31. Also, May 22 by dual alphabetical system is V 
representing the devil's horn. This is referring to the fall of Satan because May 22 ranges 
from July 24 to July 31. Av is Jewish month 5; this is decoded as 1, 22 leading to the 
connection between May 22 and Av because of 
their 22 relationship. By the way, 1 = First Call & 
First Fruits. When the number 22 is divided by 7, it 
equals to approximately 3.14 as a rounded up 
version of Pi. This is referring July 22 on July 29 & 
31 Pi days' judgments. July 29 & 31 calculated to 
the number 22 again! 12+17=29, thus this is 
confirming July 29 as the transformation day.  

Interestingly, July 31 got the combinations of 2-4, 
making up as Psalm 23:4 the shadow of the valley 
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of death. July 31 is confirming it as a death and judgment date, because of 44 and 33 as 
Jesus died at age 33. This date is also Exodus 24 based on July 31 calculation.  

Song of Solomon 2:11 winter and rain are all gone! Winter 
time in Israel was from December 2014 to March 2015. The 
rain season in Israel was from October 2014 to early May 
2015 (May 10). After these are gone would be the perfect 
season of the bride's "come away" to heaven with her 
bridegroom Jesus. The boundary is clearly before October.  

 
The number 7 points to both 6 & 9 o'clock 
directions, if you see it as 69 it resembles the 
cancer constellation. The crab constellation's 
stars called "Tegmen/Tegmine" that is located at 
the tail, which means the Hiding Place! The bride 
will be hidden behind the veil/scene! See how 
the star system is behind the crab! In Psalm 27:5 
(hiding away from the wrath of God in heavenly 
realm). The dictionary defines "Tegmen" as a 
"covering", and the synonyms of cover are 
"shelter", "protection" and "hiding place" for the 
bride of Christ! Another star system called 
Acubens/Alpha Cancri means "the claws", and 
the definition of "claw" means holding something with the hands. See John 10:28 "And I 
give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them 
out of my hand." There are many 69 repeating over the dates. 

 VS  

The white cross with the red background is the Switzerland flag where CERN is located. 
American Red Cross logo is with white background, meaning disaster relief. The inverted of 
this means there will be no help for Switzerland, indirectly for America as well because CERN 
could be the cause of the coming major twin quakes upon CA & NYC of America. These two 
wicked high places of America will have no help! We can still see possibility with CERN as the 
cause of the earthquakes, because in their official website dated on July 16, 2015 saying 
"The LHC experiments will continue to collect data until the end of July". 

The interval between each blood moon is approximately 6 months. There were 3 blood 
moons passed by so far making up 666, meaning there will be the doom of the wicked 
before the last blood moon that will take place on September 28. The doom is the opening 
of sixth seal, and judgments against America the Babylon. See March 20 as June 20, because 
Sivan runs through to June is month 3. Since 6 months is as 6 days, adding March 20+6 will 
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be March 26 onto April 4 Passover. Know that June 26 is as July 26 because Tammuz runs 
through to both June and July. July 26 is as July 29 as explained before, thus we are 
restarting July 26 on July 29 forward. The number 44 represents judgment and bloodshed. 
This is the 8th blood moon tetrad, meaning 2015 marks a new beginning. Only the last blood 
moon will be showing to Israel, therefore it is as though God will be turning His focus to the 
Jews and not the Gentiles (bride) anymore. The rapture deals with the gentiles mainly. 

 

The alphabetical numbers end on 26 as July 31 First Call, because 
July 26 = May 29 = July 31. Obviously July 29 is the END! The 
Beginning of The End is the hidden message because 1 sticks with 
26! Another confirmation to California 3 Paul's shipwrecks 
judgments because the Apple Company in California is a bitten 
apple logo. Eve ate the fruit, and by alphabetical numbers, Eve is 
repeating 522 thrice, reflecting 3 times of major earthquakes 
because of May 22 was the greatest earthquake historically. 
"Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death 
by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have 
sinned:" The fruit is related to the fall of mankind, this could also 
be seen as the impact of Hollywood from California that led the 
WHOLE WORLD into all kinds of sins, through their 
entertainment industry. California and New York City are the 
current version of the wicked Sodom and Gomorrah. Revelation 
17:5 "And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, 
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND 
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH." November 28, 2013 was 
thanksgiving! 18:20 "Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy 
apostles and prophets; for God hath avenged you on her." 

See 3 as Jewish month 3 that sticks with June and June is with 24. 
It is a transformation month, symbolically for July because of 
Tammuz relationship. So May and July as 5 gives you the number 
22. The number 7 as July gives you the number 20 as Psalm 20 
and so on. July is a death month, because by the dual 
alphabetical system, Jewish month 4 as July stands with 23 
(Psalm 23) and 22 (Revelation 22/Psalm 22) from the relationship 
with Av - Jewish month 5. 5+4=9, the number of judgment again! 
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This is twice dead, and the END of the END. July 29 = July 24, whereas 24 is X. The symbol X 
carries a whole bunch of meanings to this date! It means union (with the Holy Spirit), 
transformation, high places, cross, death, and treasure for the bride of Christ. At the same 
time, this symbol X for the world is also death, but also means sexual immorality (see how 
sinful films are rated X). X also means nothing, error, failure, bad and negative things, 
meaning the wicked high places of America the harlot will fall greatly.  

Amazingly, when typing "NM" of Pi in the Hebrew translator, it came up as "נם" & "ןמ" 
meaning "miracle", and "slumber". This reminds me of Matthew 25, see v5 "While the 
bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept." and v10 "And while they went to buy, the 
bridegroom came; and they that were ready went in with him to the marriage: and the door 
was shut." The meaning of "miracle" is "supernatural phenomenon"; see how the "door" 
could be a supernatural phenomenon. The rainbow must come after the rain, and the word 
"rain" is synonyms to "flood", therefore they are related in terms of the sin of 
homosexuality and the judgment from God. N = I V = 6, M = I V I = 7.  

July 26 was Av 11, which is July 11 symbolically. The number 7 is 
pointing to 6 & 9 directions, representing July 29 is as 26 spelling as 
911 as well. The order of the rainbow is as red (1, 7), orange (2, 6), 
yellow (3, 5), green (4, 4), blue (5, 3), indigo (6, 2) and violet (7, 1). 
The colors orange and green are interesting when you see them as 
26 and 44, confirming July 29. The number 26 resembles Tammuz 9 
& 11 of June 26, and 44 represent bloodshed and judgment. The 
colors of red and orange were used in the 711 logo, and by 

matching the Ten Commandments of God, 1 & 7 (red) are referring to idolatry and adultery, 
while 2 & 6 (orange) are referring to graven images and murder.  

Since the red color was pointing to 6, referring to California's earthquake at their 6am. 
Orange represents New York City because it points to 9am, where it will be their local time 
9am when California strikes to 6am. California is definitely full of idolatry; because of the 
unrighteous celebrities exalt themselves above the world and God. Their blasphemous 

Hollywood entertainment industry 
promotes lawlessness and immorality 
such as sexual sins. Also, for orange as 
New York City, see Revelation 18:24 
"And in her was found the blood of 
prophets, and of saints, and of all that 
were slain upon the earth." Also see 
how Satan is mimicking the 4 beasts 
round about God's throne who 
worship The Lord, through the 4 
surrounding lands as the 4 beasts 
around the throne that is Manhattan.  

Where is the graven image of the satanic goat sitting upon his throne? The Baphomet 
sculpture is located in Brooklyn! The One World Trade Center is located at Manhattan, 
meaning Satan's throne will soon be destroyed by God Almighty. The surrounding 4 
boroughs could possibly be falling without disaster relief along with Manhattan on July 29.   
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The green background of this logo represents "new beginning", "eternal life", "fresh oil" and 
"resting in God" according to the scriptures for the bride of Christ. The rainbow arc is like an 
unhappy face and looks like an N = 13, 14 (Pi numbers), but when it's flipped up out of the 
judgment zone, you get a smile arc looking like a U.  

711 store's previous opening hours were 7am to 11pm end of business, reflecting how the 
number 11 is about the END. In the past, the store sold basic things such as bread and milk, 
and the ending of this on July 29 in relation to the 6 days of darkness, meaning those who 
do not belong to God will be fasting food. Then on their 7th day out of the darkness, 
signifying 7am where the people could get their food again. 711 stores is a WORLDWIDE 
chain, having a relation with the WORLD. The number 11 means chaos, confusion, disorder 
and judgment. In Genesis 11 talked about the entire earth was of one language, as though 
July 11 is related to the issues of the WORLD. 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11=66! 
Imperfections! This is echoing back to the number 11! 

The number 7 represents July and some Hebrew alphabets look like 7 as well! Both daleth ד 
and resh ר look like the number 7! When using the Hebrew translator of "dalet" ( דלת ) it 
came out as the definition of a "door"! Also the word "resh" ( ראש ) it came out as the 
definition of the "head"! This could indirectly mean that July is the month of the First Call 
because of the door in Matthew 25:10! The First Call is for the barley bride that matures 
faster than the wheat brides; therefore as the baby comes out of the mother headfirst, the 
barley bride is the HEAD that comes out FIRST, while the wheat bride as the baby's body 
follows after to be birthed, and that's when the birthing process is completed.  

Z stands for zzz meaning rest for the bride on July 29, but equals to 31 because May 29 = 
July 31. She will be resting from her battles against her flesh and never need to pick up the 
heavy painful cross again. July is the 7th day warning, and the 7th day is the Sabbath rest 
day, therefore the WHOLE July can be seen as Sunday. The 23rd pair of chromosomes is the 
determining factor of genders. Thus, July 23 merged with July 24 as July 29 & 31 will be a 
final hour for the world, and God will take control over the outcome of America, Israel and 
the bride. The number 11 means chaos, confusion and judgment according to Genesis 11.  

The XYZ axis - X = 24, Y = 25, Z = 26. X Axis points to 3 o'clock direction, 
representing the death of Jesus on the cross as the bride's death hour. 
We're still on this hour! Since July 25 is merged with July 26 by sunset-
sunset, therefore on July 26 pointing to 12 o'clock means no time 
left...etc. The Z axis points upwards refer to the elevation of the barley 
bride to the 7 days of paradise training on July 31 based on May 29. 

Psalm 31:5 "Into thine hand I commit my spirit: thou hast redeemed me, O Lord God of 
truth." is July 24 Pentecost, because 7+24=31. Moreover, July 31 can be seen as Psalm 31, 

but as July 29. Also, July 26 is making up Masonic 
highest 33 degrees, because 7+26=33. This is the 
fall of the illuminati on July 29! 

Let's get into the detailed timing of events... all 
these are biblically based for the America's major 
twin quakes, Israel's disaster, the transformation 
of the bride, paradise, global earth shaking, 
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visible spiritual realm, 6 days of darkness (3 days of warning, 3 days of partial darkness, and 
3 days of worldwide darkness) and the day break quake after the darkness.  

It is the same meaning for America's twin quakes on July 29 with Israel's disaster, because 
according to Jeremiah 52:12, Av 10 (July 26) disaster is directly about Israel, therefore July 
26 disaster upon Israel makes more sense than July 24 that is without Av 10 and Av 7 (2 
Kings 25:8). July 26 is as July 29 as explained! Ironically, Tisha B'Av was on July 26; a fast and 
mourning day for Israel. Av 9-10 was a period destined to tragedy, because historically both 
Israel 1st and 2nd temples were destroyed during this time, the Israelites cried to be 
slaughtered by the Canaanites, rebellion against Roman rule led to the massacre of Jews, 
the Jews were expelled from England in 1290 CE on, the First World War was effectively 
launched unto motion, and approval by the Nazi Party led to the start of Holocaust...etc.  

Firstly, Matthew 16 is about the cosmic event aka the 3 days of warning. Israel is the center 
of the universe; therefore we must look to Israel's timing to determine. Matthew 16 is as 
16:00, obviously as 4pm in Israel's time. There will be time between the cosmic event, and 
the darkness for people to stay indoors for safety. The 2 extra keys to unlock the true 
timeframe are the sunset to sunset timing and sunrise start day (Genesis 1:5). At the same 
time as 4pm will be 20:17, referring to Psalm 20 - the falling of false idols. Matthew 16:3 
mentioned about "morning", meaning those hypocrites aka the goats in California (the first 
impact zone) will be fitting into their morning timeframe. Perfectly, 4pm in Israel's time will 
be California's 6am - this time will be high watch time. Then the second impact zone will be 
New York City, it could be in their local time around 9am while 4pm in Israel's time, because 
New York City obviously often linked to 911 judgments.  

Secondly, sadly Israel will be hit after the judgments upon New York City. There could 
possibly be 3 hours of cosmic warning before the 3 days of partial darkness in parts of the 
world (probably including America), but the cosmic warning will still lasts for 3 days. 6pm in 
Israel's time is 18:00 pointing to Psalm 18 transformation of the bride. By sunset-sunset will 
be 22:17, referring to Psalm 22 death again. Also the 3 hours of darkness at the cross started 
around 12pm, which is at the same page by sunrise start day. When parts of the world are 
plunged into darkness, the bride will be changed at the same time, according to Psalm 
18:28. Isn't the bride supposed to be changed after the 3 days of warning according to 

Matthew 27:45-
50? Why then the 
bride will walk 3 
days glorified on 
earth before the 
First Call? It is 
because May 22 = 
July 24 as July 22 = 
July 24! It could be 
possible that Israel 
will be nuked on 
July 29 according 
to Jeremiah 52:12. 

Also, July 24 is as Tammuz 7 that refers to Av 7; see 2 Kings 25:8, therefore this too confirms 
July 29 disaster day. See calculations below of combining 2 Kings 25:8 and Jeremiah 52:12.  
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Ezekiel 21:2 "Son of man, set thy face toward Jerusalem, and drop thy word toward the holy 
places, and prophesy against the land of Israel", thus the 911 attack is related to the disaster 
upon Israel. See how the 911 attack that lasted for 102 minutes is actually 21 reversed? 
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This is the evidence for Israel's possible disaster around 6pm, 
while NYC will be 11am. Israel is also guilty of homosexual sins, 
this is the quote about Jerusalem gay pride parade “[Former 
Jerusalem Mayor Ehud] Olmert started this trend 11 years ago, 
and unfortunately every time this parade took place disaster 
befell the people of Israel,” Their annual gay pride in Tel Aviv on 
June 12 was a gauge for us, because this is confirming 18:00 
disaster when you add 6+12=18. On June 12 were Enoch Sivan 
28, Elijah Sivan 26 and Jewish Sivan 25. July 29 is July 26, and by 
Tammuz relationship is as June 26's judgment against Israel. Interestingly, the gay marriages 
legalization nationwide are included all 50 states, representing the judgments against 
America will be during a Pentecost period. There were 14 days between June 12 and June 
26, and exactly 14 years between 2015 and 2001. This is signifying judgments this year, 
because 14 = M by dual alphabetical system, and M = 13 & 14, this is Pi again as 3.141.  

 

Thirdly, see the rainbow analysis about 
why the 3 days of worldwide darkness 
starts around 9am in Israel's time. When 
you mix the rainbow colors together, it 
results black. Also by light mixing 
method through the prism experiment, 
you get white leading to 3 days of lights 
for the bride around 9am. The prism has 
the property of 3 sides of a triangle, 
representing that only through Jesus 
Christ are we able to get out of this 
darkness and the wrath of God. Since 
there are 6 sides, this is spelling out 33 
degrees again for July 31. 

The rainbow arc starts from 9'oclock 
direction, confirming Psalm 18:9's 
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darkness. I believe there is a reason why Psalm 18:7-9 describes 3 events separately, 
possibly because 1 verse per hour. Exactly after 40 hours of cosmic warning running through 
to 3 days of July 29-31, mimicking Jonah's 40 days of warning to Nineveh would be the 
speculated First Call hour based on Psalm 18:7-9 as Israel's time from 7-9 am. This is not the 
sole evidence; it is backed up by other scriptures. The global earth shaking comes at the 
SAME time as the First Call to paradise as the bride is NOT subject to the wrath of God.  

See Exodus 12:29 describing the global earth shaking, the mass destruction is as though the 
cry for the death of the firstborn "And it came to pass, that at midnight the Lord smote all 
the firstborn in the land of Egypt, from the firstborn of Pharaoh that sat on his throne unto 
the firstborn of the captive that was in the dungeon; and all the firstborn of cattle."  

Matthew 25:6, 10 also is about the midnight cry "And at midnight there was a cry made, 
Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him.", "And while they went to buy, the 
bridegroom came; and they that were ready went in with him to the marriage: and the door 
was shut." This is confirming that both events will happen at the SAME time.  

At 7am in Israel's normal time will be 1:07am by sunrise start day. Isn't midnight is supposed 
to be 12am, why then 1am? This is because the death of firstborn was in Egypt, therefore 
converting 12am of Egypt time zone would be Israel's 1am. This is confirming Psalm 18:7-9 
accuracy, making 7am as paradise + global earth shaking, 8am as volcanoes activities + 
visible spiritual realm with our physical naked eyes and 9am as the descending of the 3 days 
of worldwide darkness. By sunset-sunset is confirming this accuracy again because it will be 
11:17am on the same page, this is echoing back to Luke 23:43 "And Jesus said unto him, 
Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be with me in paradise." was said at around 11am 
BEFORE the 3 days of burial. Therefore, July 31 at around 7am could be the First Call.  

The precursor of the sign of Jonah from October 16-19, 2013 is exactly matching Av 16-19 
boundary, which is from July 31 to August 3 by the Enoch and Elijah calendars. This is the 
period of the 3 days of worldwide darkness. This is perfect confirmation!  

 

Lastly, what a beautiful aftermath of Psalm 103:12 will possibly be playing out on August 3, 
at 9am in Israel's time. Psalm 103:12 "As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he 
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removed our transgressions from us." this is referring to the 3 time zones of Israel, California 
and New York City again. At the SAME time of Israel's 10am will be California 12am and New 
York City 3am. This will be the third shipwreck upon America's West and East coasts. It 
mentioned that it is from the West; therefore California on July 29 will be impacted first 
before New York City. Also, by sunrise start day, at 10am will be 5:11am matching Matthew 
28 day break "dawn" and matching the 1st day of the week after the Sabbath, because the 
day before August 3 on August 2 will be a Sunday Sabbath perfectly. The number 28 comes 
from the Psalm 18 as 2 Samuel 22 game again. See July 29 as July 26 forward brings to 
August 3 as July 31 symbolically but Av 16 is linked with August 1 where you get the number 
28! This will also be fulfilling the sign of Jonah 3 days and 3 nights prophecy in Matthew 
12:40 "For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of 
man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth." 


